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Muscala signs to play in Spain (updated) 

Related

By Chris Vivlamore

Hawks second-round draft pick Mike Muscala has signed to play next season in Spain for Blusens Monbus Obradoiro of the
ACB League.

The center announced the signing via Twitter Wednesday night, including a picture signing the contract. He also wrote, in
Spanish, that “I’m excited for the opportunity!”

The Hawks still hold the rights to Muscala while he plays a season overseas and continues his development. The Hawks
frontcourt position became crowded with the offseason signings of Paul Millsap, Elton Brand, Pero Antic and Gustavo Ayon.
As I reported earlier this week, according to a person familiar with the situation, the signings most likely meant that Muscala
and first-round pick Lucas Nogueira would spend time playing elsewhere next season to continue their development. In
addition to the option of playing overseas, Muscala could have entered the National Basketball League Development
League draft and play as an unassigned player. In that case, there would have been no possibility of being called up to the
NBA by another team since the Hawks hold his rights.

Muscala, 6-foot-11, 239 pounds, averaged 5.8 points and 5.2 rebounds in five games at the Las Vegas Summer League. He
was limited in the final game due to a strained calf muscle.

“Obviously, I have to get stronger,” Muscala told the Atlanta Journal-Constitution last month. “These are some of the biggest
guys I’ve played against and this is just summer league. It will even more in the NBA. I knew that. I just have to continue to be
confident and take a couple things from each game and try to work on them.

“At the same time I what to keep my skills. I want to keep my jump shot, my quickness, my speed, being able to run up and
down the court. (General manager) Danny Ferry was talking to me about (functional strength) in terms of getting stronger but
not losing your style of play.”

Muscala, who played at Bucknell, was acquired by the Hawks with the 44th overall selection in June’s NBA draft as part of a
trade with the Mavericks. Muscala finished as Bucknell’s all-time leading scorer with 2,036 points. He was also second all-
time with 1,093 rebounds and 271 blocks. He and Lehigh’s C.J. McCollum, a first-round draft pick of the Trail Blazers, traded
seasons as the Patriot League Player of the Year. Muscala won as a sophomore and senior, when he was also the
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league’s Defensive Player of the Year.

Muscala, 22, and Nogueira, 20, would have had to fight for playing time in a crowded frontcourt that also includes Al Horford
and Mike Scott (non-guaranteed contract). There is future opportunity with the Hawks as Brand and Ayon are on guaranteed
contracts for one season and Millsap for two seasons.

Muscala said his ultimate goal is to play in the NBA.

 “It’s always your dream to play in the NBA as a kid,” Muscala said last month. “… People always told me I could make a lot
of money playing in Europe but the biggest hurdle for me is proving I can be an NBA player and, obviously, I have a lot more
work to do but you have to be confident in yourself if you ever want that to be a possibility.”
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Posted by Samurai-Squirrel at 8:27 a.m. Aug. 1, 2013
Report Abuse

I didn't like the Ayon signing. Should have kept Muscala on the team and let him learn this season. He could play garbage
minutes.

Posted by wordsmithtom at 8:41 a.m. Aug. 1, 2013
Report Abuse

Like Muscala's game. Still think he's overmatched for NBA game this year. Ayon obviously more physical. Muscala played
against smaller people most of his career. He does not finish well with contact, and he will get nothing but contact in the
NBA. He needs the playing experience against bigger men. Still unsure about Bebe. Think he needs to play somewhere,
and staying would give him the chance. Wouldn't be upset with him taking a seat on the bench, but Id rather see him play
every day, and that ain't happening here.

Posted by wordsmithtom at 8:45 a.m. Aug. 1, 2013
Report Abuse

Oh, and if Muscala beefs up and gets more physical, he can beat out Ayon next year. He had no chance, money
notwithstanding, of beating Ayon now. No chance of out muscling him, or anyone else on this roster. He's better off getting
more experience. He's smart, and not all that old. He'll figure it out....or not...

Posted by Steve-W at 9:07 a.m. Aug. 1, 2013
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Report Abuse

Good move. Coach Bud likes the Euro game he said. May want muscala to get a little of that as well as getting stronger. 

I think muscala can be a backup big in the nba. At 24-25 maybe, not 22. He's gotta get stronger

Posted by Steve-W at 9:08 a.m. Aug. 1, 2013
Report Abuse

I'm still holding out the little hope we obtain Oden

Posted by Steve-W at 9:15 a.m. Aug. 1, 2013
Report Abuse

I still think people are underestimating how good the 3 main players we lost are: Josh, ZaZa, Devin

Devins Per for and against was outstanding. Means he won his individual matchup often.

Millsap, Carroll, Brand replace them, as free agent acquisitions. Talent on the roster. 

ZaZa was hurt again at the end. I think ZaZa josh Devin are the more talented 3, not same positions I know

But Devin and ZaZa were hurt alot

Posted by Steve-W at 9:22 a.m. Aug. 1, 2013
Report Abuse

According to 82games, our best players at winning their matchups nitely were:

Al
Josh
Lou
Korver
Devin
Jenkins
Ivan
ZaZa
Teague

In that order. Teague just played so bad defensively.

Morrow was good also in the time he was here according to 82 games

Those were the only viable players. Everybody else was pretty bad

And Lou was bad at PG according to 82 games but excelled at SG

I think we may want to start Lou. He did great as a starter
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Posted by Steve-W at 9:24 a.m. Aug. 1, 2013
Report Abuse

Small backcourt? Yes, but its not like we're going to win a championship probably. Put your best 5 out there. But Teague did
suffer with Lou starting didn't he?

Posted by Steve-W at 9:26 a.m. Aug. 1, 2013
Report Abuse

Al
Josh
Lou
Korver
Devin

Were the only 5 that actually won their matchups nitely on average. And all won them pretty handily on average as well.

Posted by Steve-W at 9:31 a.m. Aug. 1, 2013
Report Abuse

This season the only guys who won their matchups from last season are:

Al
Millsap
Carroll
Lou
Korver

Brendan wright was a freak like Carroll in that stat

Pretty accurate stat, in that lebron, kobe etc were the best. Chris Paul. Seems to matchup with what I see

Posted by Steve-W at 9:33 a.m. Aug. 1, 2013
Report Abuse

Jenkins, Ivan barely lost their matchups. ZaZa a little more so. Teague yet a little more. All less than 1 PER pt per game
however, so close.

Scott was a sieve defensively

Posted by Just-Joe at 9:38 a.m. Aug. 1, 2013
Report Abuse
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SteveW

I think that most likely these 6 guys should win most of their match ups, which means we'll beat the bad teams and lose to
the contenders:

Teague, Lou, Korver, Carroll, Millsap, Horford

Barring trades, late lottery or bottom of playoff seedings. 

And I like Lou playing next to the rookie on the 2nd unit.

Posted by Steve-W at 9:39 a.m. Aug. 1, 2013
Report Abuse

By Position for 48 minutes we were ranked among the 30 teams:

Pg - 11

Sg - 16

SF - 17

Pf - 14

C - 7

Sg was the worst position on the team, though ranked higher than SF, in losing the matchup on a nitely basis

Our best positions for 48 minutes were:

C
PG
PF
SF
SG

Posted by Steve-W at 9:41 a.m. Aug. 1, 2013
Report Abuse

JJ - Teague better improve to win his matchups. A healthy Rosé, Kemba another year older, Wall the same, Rondo coming
back

I like a schroder/ Lou backcourt also!

Posted by WaltBBall at 9:42 a.m. Aug. 1, 2013
Report Abuse

Muscala has more weight on him than BeBe and was pushed around more than BeBe, probably because BeBe was more
athletic. DF sending him to Spain is a good idea. Josh Childress went overseas and is still the same bean pole so I think
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Norguiera knows something about the amount of time they put in the weight training.
I would like BeBe to stay here where his development is closely monitored. He may not get a lot of playing time but his
athleticism will get him time. He's definitely not a Kevin Durant they just weigh about the same. BeBe may be pushed off the
block, he was in the summer league but he still managed to blocked a few shots, grabbed some rebounds and protected
the rim. The chemistry between him and Schroeder will continue to develop if he stays.

Posted by AstroJoe at 9:46 a.m. Aug. 1, 2013
Report Abuse

So any draft pick that is willing to play in Europe can be shipped overseas? I thought that they had to be foreign-born players.
Heck, we should have shipped Mike Scott over there last season.

Posted by WhiteFlag at 9:50 a.m. Aug. 1, 2013
Report Abuse

Encouraging to see that Danny Ferry's top goal seems to be continuing the Hawks' tradition of drafting players that will never
ever play for the team - or in the NBA at all for that matter. I love them, but the Hawks would be lucky to fill up a high school
gym this season with all the "excitement" this off-season has generated.

Posted by wordsmithtom at 9:59 a.m. Aug. 1, 2013
Report Abuse

Astro Joe; that's unfair to say "any". Here's the thing. The NBA stopped teams from drafting high school US players. So, we
draft foreign ones and keep them overseas. Muscala not in this group, because he just isn't physical enough. He knows it,
too. Bebe, had the Hawks not added bench centers, which they didn't seem to do last year. I'm sure Al would rather have
bruisers on the bench than finesse guys like Bebe, at this point in time. Next year, should we go out and get the Gasols, you
have another story entirely.

Posted by -Melvin- at 10:18 a.m. Aug. 1, 2013
Report Abuse

See ya Mike. Eat a lot of clean protein and weight training. Oh yeah, don't accept any advice from A-Rod about weight
training...

Posted by -Melvin- at 10:18 a.m. Aug. 1, 2013
Report Abuse

20 is in the books..
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